Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: on bridge::
CSO_Sulek says:
::at science::
CNS_Pratt says:
::on the bridge, monitoring crew activity::
MOSherida says:
@::scanning area::
FCOBrowni says:
::Piloting shuttle back to Q::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: mutters something to self, pacing ::
CMO_O says:
::in sickbay::
SCIKoepke says:
@::checking sensors on planet, waiting for metal object to appear::
EO_Stefn says:
::In Engineering::
TO_Trebor says:
@::In Vemiser's Defense Grid control room, attempting to recharge the grid....faster::
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: Sir, I have an idea. It could help us out of our predicament.
FCOBrowni says:
*ACO* Request permission to dock shuttle
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Is it possible for a ship to travel into Subspace? Like ours?
Host ACO_Mav says:
*FCO*Granted.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Stefn*Go ahead.
CMO_OMall says:
*ACO* Request permission to recall MO Sheridan
MOSherida says:
@Sci: There seems to be something wrong with Grey
Host ACO_Mav says:
*OMall*Permission Granted.
FCOBrowni says:
::Docks ship inside the Q::
CSO_Sulek says:
Maverick:  we could try extendeng one of the rifts at the systems edge to slow down the  Jem'Hadar
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: sure doc can't handle it himself?
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* O'Mallory to Sheridan
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: I propose a cold start up of the warp core. It has been done several times, but it may blow all the EPS taps and the PTCs.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Yes, but what about my idea? If we could enter a rift..?
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: Any way we can speed this up and still try to capture the object?
MOSherida says:
@*CMO* Sheridan here
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Stefn*No more cold start ups... Not now anyway. Whenever we do that it never works. :: frowns ::
FCOBrowni says:
::enters TL:: Bridge
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:traveling into the subspace rift might be possible but could be very dangerous.
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: It may be our only hope sir.
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Stand by to return to the Q.  Will need you if we go to battle.
FCOBrowni says:
::exits TL onto bridge, goes to station::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Stefn*Well, if it is, then we'll do it - but not now/
SCIKoepke says:
::overhears conversation:: @MO: well then, go ahead
MOSherida says:
@*CMO* Standing by
CSO_Sulek says:
Aco:we could go in, but it is doubtful that we would come out.
CMO_OMall says:
*TR1*  Beam up MO Sheridan.
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: Understood, I am putting the process on standby. On your mark.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:No way to increase the recharge rate. Each platform is self contained, and only recharges so fast.  We are stuck with the time limit of 60 min.  The Object has not been seen since it drained 39 delta.  I don't know if we can capture it.  I dont evne know where it is.
MOSherida says:
@Sci: Aye
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Hmmm... We couldn't hide in there, because we'd be defying everything we stand for... hiding and letting our people die isn't exactly prime Starfleet action...
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Another Rupture opens... this time, outside of the solar system
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: maybe the object is "recharged" for now.  we should try to keep an eye on it though.
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  Maverick, if we can't travel inside the subspace ruptures, is there a way we can open one in the path of the Jem'Hadar?
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:Another rupture has opened outside of the system.
CMO_OMall says:
::waits for return of Sheridan::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CNS: Hmmm.... Even better than what I was thinking...
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Aye.
MOSherida says:
@*EO* Energise
SCIKoepke says:
@::goes back to sensors to check on the platforms::
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: Would you like me to plot a course towards the rupture nearest to the Jem'Hadar?
Host ACO_Mav says:
FCO: Not yet..
CMO_OMall says:
::checks all supplies, again::
TO_Trebor says:
@Def.Coordinator: Prepare you impulse ships and charge the ground batteries.  We are going to have to support the Q when the Jem'Haddar get here.
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: We have another rtupture in the Core.
CMO_OMall says:
::looks over emergency power, to make sure there will be enough::
Host ACO_Mav says:
FCO: Move us to the other side of the planet...
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: Aye ::Engages impulse engines and moves to other side of planet::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: What if we opened a rupture in the path of the Jem'Hadar, like Pratt said?
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: I wonder if the metal object was in connection with the Jem'Hadar.  I've heard that they can hide in subspace.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship begins shuddering.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: any luck with any of your ideas on getting the grid up faster.
CMO_OMall says:
::feels shudder and grabs table::
SCIKoepke says:
@TO:...now that they are on their way to attack, they might have retreated that ship
TO_Trebor says:
@<DefCoord>:Aye aye.  We have the ships preping right now.  Ground batteries are charged and at your command.
Host ACO_Mav says:
FCO: Oh, boy.... Stop...
CNS_Pratt says:
::continues observing the crew::
FCOBrowni says:
::stops ship::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:It would slow them down considerably....with any luck we might even take a few in the rupture and strand the others into the same predicament.
MOSherida says:
@*CMO* transport delayed
EO_Stefn says:
::Starts to bombard the instability w/tachyons::ACO: I am commencing tachyon bombardment.
TO_Trebor says:
@Stevens:No luck.  Those platforms are selfcontained.  Nothing that I can think of can get them charging any faster.
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: What's the matter?
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: I like it... But we can't move without tearing Subspace...
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship continues to shudder as a rupture opens behind the ship
CMO_OMall says:
::taps comm badge:: *MO* Understand. Report to sickbay when you arrive
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: have we tried getting extra generators up to the platforms to help with the charging
MOSherida says:
@ Sci: EO can't get power
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  Maybe we can orchestrate a subspace rift between the defensive grid and the Jem'Hadar, sort of like, "crop dusting".  As we move, we leave a trail of torn subspace.  If we can control it carefully...
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:No but there are over 300 platforms.  Cant get to them all in time.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: we could create a rupture by forming a warp bubble in the area in front of the enemy fleet.
MOSherida says:
@*EO* do you have power yet?
SCIKoepke says:
@::wishes she'd know what's going on on the Q::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  what are you doing now
SCIKoepke says:
@::watches TO and CE::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Good... But I think Pratt's idea of tearing the Subspace would we safer...
CMO_OMall says:
::sees that sickbay has enought emergency power for a couple days, if needed::
EO_Stefn says:
*MO* Give me a moment.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: I am out of ideas about the platforms, I am afraid.  I am working with the Defensive coordinator to get the ground defense up.
MOSherida says:
@*EO* emergency beam up!
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: need help anywhere
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:the warp bubble would cause a tear in subspace.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: It would create a smaller, more exact rupture.. A tear would span more area, and if torn correctly, would be less of a hazard to us...
EO_Stefn says:
::Turning to another EO:: Beam MO_Sheridan to Sickbay.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:They are preping the impulse fighters to go help the Q.  Perhaps you can manage that?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Rupture behind the Q increases in size... and begins to emit a mild gravimetric field.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:alright
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: let me know on the progress of the defense grid.
EO_Stefn says:
::Compensates for Gravimetric stresses::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Aye sir.
MOSherida says:
@Sci: what can I do?
CE_Stevns says:
@::goes and assists with the impulse fighters::
SCIKoepke says:
@to self: well, if I'm not needed right now, I might as well take a short rest.
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: The rupture aft of us is generating Gravimetric waves.
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: Take over the sensors for a minute, i gotta sit down and think.
Host ACO_Mav says:
FCO: Tell me when the Jem'Hadar fleet  is within 15 minutes of us...
MOSherida says:
@Sci: are you alright?
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: Aye, sir
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Stefn*Hmm...
SCIKoepke says:
@::sits down on chair next to console:: MO: quite allright.  I just gotta get my eyes off sensor screens for a minute.
CE_Stevns says:
@::Picks up pulse emitter and works on a fighter's engine::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  The Rupture behind the ship increases to 40 metre diameter
MOSherida says:
@::begins tricorder readings on crew again::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  what is the status of the grid.::
TO_Trebor says:
@::checks up on the def grid::  SCI: Def Grid at 45% power. Time to full charge: 38 min
SCIKoepke says:
@::feels her stomach rumbling:: MO: a coffee break wouldn't be too bad though.  ::smiles widely at MO::
CMO_OMall says:
::begins to put medical staff on high alert::
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: how long till Jem'Hadar ships arrive?
MOSherida says:
@Sci: I'll buy you one when we get back to the Q::smiles back::
TO_Trebor says:
@::looks at monitor:: SCI:23 min
SCIKoepke says:
@to self: just not enough time...
CMO_OMall says:
*CNS* O'Mallory to Pratt
CNS_Pratt says:
*CMO*  Pratt here.
CMO_OMall says:
*CNS* Are all bridge crew holding up ok?
CNS_Pratt says:
*CMO*  Given the current situation, I'd say stress levels are exactly where they should be doctor.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:we might try a negatively charged graviton pulse at one end of the tear to zipper it up.
EO_Stefn says:
::Compensates for the stress by strengthening the SIF::
SCIKoepke says:
@::stands back up:: MO: Do you want me to take back over?
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: mutters :: Stress levels are exactly where they should be? They should be lower.... :: grumbles a bit ::
CMO_OMall says:
*CNS* Let me know if you need me up there. O'Mallory out>
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Try it...
MOSherida says:
@::looks at Koepke::
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: Well? ::slightly impatient::
TO_Trebor says:
@::Checks the planetary batteries:: Self: Good as it can get....but is it good enough to stop 10 Jem'Hadar?
MOSherida says:
@Sci: Your decision, boss
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Another Rupture opens on the surface of the second planet...
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: fine, hold it for another while. I'll check on Trebor and Stevens
SCIKoepke says:
@::walks over to Trebor:: TO: everything going allright?
MOSherida says:
@Sci: Aye
CMO_OMall says:
::tells all medical personel to carry med kits at all times::
CSO_Sulek says:
Tactical: aim a negativly charge gravametric beam at on end of the aft rift and follow it to the other end.  Fire.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Planetary defenses online.  15 phaser cannons.  It is something, at least, but I don't think it is enough.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Away Team*We need access to all sensor logs from the outpost.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:We jsut don't have enough time to get the grid up. If we could...that would be a whole other story.
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: better than nothing. keep working on the defense grid and see if you really can't speed it up
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Aye Ma'am.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  we only to buy ourselves about 15 minutes right.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: to get the grid up
SCIKoepke says:
@Stevens: i'd say about 10, correct
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: do i sense an idea?
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: 15 min. until the Jem'Hadar arrive
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: maybe we should try to slow up the Jem'Hadar instead of trying to power up the grid.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Rupture behind the Q opens even more... now it is larger in diameter than the Q.. the gravimetric field it is generating is slowly pulling the Q in, regardless of power put to engines
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: yanks hair ::
CSO_Sulek says:
Tactical:cease fire.
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: How are we going to slow down a fleet of Jem'Hadar ships?
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:JH are 15 min out.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Sorry it took so long
EO_Stefn says:
CSO: Perhaps if we generate a like subspace pulse, we will be repelled?
SCIKoepke says:
@::takes over sensors again::
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: we could try to send put a holographc fleet of fighters to possibly slow up the fleet.
MOSherida says:
CMO: What's our status?
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: pretty much anything to slow them up about ten minutes.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Rupture pulls the Q completely into subspace, cutting them off from the Away Team.
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: a holographic fleet? sure, try it.  we need to by time.
CMO_OMall says:
::looks at MO walk in::  Welcome back, Jem'dar are near and sickbay is on high alert
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: alright I will have to contact the Q.  Is comm up with the Q.
TO_Trebor says:
@::begins running tactical scans on the JH.  Sends all data from the planetary scans to the Q.  Begins targeting JH ships with the planetary cannons::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:we are in the rupture.
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  Wanted you back her in case
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Yeah, I figured...
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Q finds itself adrift in Subspace... a very violent subspace
MOSherida says:
CMO: In case?
CSO_Sulek says:
::grabs on to console::
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: yes we do
EO_Stefn says:
::Scans nearby subsopace area::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Q is being buffeted around by energy waves..
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: okay.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:The Q just got pulled into a subspace rift!  We lost her!
CMO_OMall says:
::pauses:: I expect many wounded if we go to battle
MOSherida says:
CMO: Any other personal available?
EO_Stefn says:
::Allocating more power to shields and SIF::
SCIKoepke says:
@mumbles: a holographic fleet, ey?
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  Pratt if needed.
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: WHAT?
CE_Stevns says:
@*ACO* could it possible sir to project a small fleet of holographic fighters to slow up the JH with our holographic emitters.
CNS_Pratt says:
::steadies himself as the ship is tossed about::
MOSherida says:
CMO: I haven't met him yet.
CMO_OMall says:
::grabs on to a counsole and holds on::
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: Do you want to try to fly in subspace?
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:I am unable to locate the Q. It got pulled into a subspace rift.  I can't  raise her on the comm!
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  I just lost contact with the Q.
Host ACO_Mav says:
FCO: No... Just try to stabalize us!
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: what else?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Q is suddenly spit back out into real space... just outside of the Vemiser system.... Subspace Communications are back up
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  Grab a med kit and have it with you at all times
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: we lost her. she was pulled into a subspace rift
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  Do they have holograpic emitters on the planet.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Understood
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: we are in real space outside the system.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: I could program them and have the fleet up in a matter of minutes.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:She's back! The Q is back!.  She is just outside the system.  Unable to contact her jsut yet.
CNS_Pratt says:
FCO:  Where are we in relation to the Jem'Hadar?
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: Warp engines online and ready
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:all systems on line
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: Warp power has been restored.
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: well, now that's comforting
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Any injuries with the AT?
MOSherida says:
CMO: Power is coming back
EO_Stefn says:
::Scratches head in confusion::
CE_Stevns says:
@::waiting on the SCI answer::
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: they don't
CMO_OMall says:
::wonder what is happening::
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: okay scratch that idea
MOSherida says:
CMO: Nothing of importance
SCIKoepke says:
@::sighs::
SCIKoepke says:
@all: grid status?
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  explain
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: We can now contact the fleet
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:How are the fighters coming?  The JH are jsut a few min out.
MOSherida says:
::wants that coffee::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*5th Fleet*Can you read? This is Acting Captain Maverick of the Quirinus...
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: All sysytems show green.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The JH ships slow....
SCIKoepke says:
@CE, TO: grid status?
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Def Grid at 78%.  15 min until full charge.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: right now they will be ready any minute.
Host ACTDMark says:
<FIFTH FLEET>  *Quirinus*  Quirinus we read, report
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: we could send them out as a distraction while the grid is finishing charging.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:Jem'Hadar are slowing
CMO_OMall says:
::goes to replicator:: 2 coffees ::grabs them both and hands one to MO::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Only option at the moment.  I say launch them.
MOSherida says:
CMO: you read my mind
SCIKoepke says:
@all: 15 minutes behind...we have to entertain a fleet of Jem'Hadar for 15 minutes until the grid is up, and then, hope for reinforcements for help
CNS_Pratt says:
CSO:  Are the Jem'Hadar being affected by the subspace turbulence in the system?
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  alright they are exiting now.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Fifth Fleet* A Jem'Hadar fleet is advancing on Vemiser... There are atleast a dozen Subspace Ruptures there, and the defensive grid id not fully operational...
CE_Stevns says:
@::motions the fighters and they power up  and start exiting.::
TO_Trebor says:
@::Monitor the impulse fighters moving toward the JH fleet::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Fifth Fleet* We were pulled into a rupture, and 'spat' out...
Host ACTDMark says:
<5th> *Q* Understood... we mobilized once we lost contact with you and Vemiser Prime
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: I have sent out the fighters and they might give us the time we need for the grid.
MOSherida says:
CMO:  Any problems here?
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Fifth Fleet*Shall we had for Vemiser, then?
SCIKoepke says:
@CEO: go stevens!
CMO_OMall says:
::sips coffee::  MO: Not yet, put we are ready to go
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: aye they are exiting now.  with orders to slow the fleet up any way possible.
Host ACTDMark says:
<5th>  *Q*  Negative... maintain position... we are five minutes out... We will make our stand there if the JH keep coming
MOSherida says:
::watches Doc's hand shake::
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: great.  now, we wait for the quirinus to get back.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:aye
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  I believe our sudden move has taken them by surprise.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*5th*Sounds good... We'll prepare for the Jem'Hadar, then. Quirinus out.
TO_Trebor says:
@ALL:I feel sorry for those fighters.  They are no match for the JH attack ship, much less 10 of them.
CE_Stevns says:
@::leaves bay and joins Trebor at the defense control console
MOSherida says:
CMO: easy O'Mallory, that's hot stuff!
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: but they might be saving a planet
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  lets help the fighters out start aiming the planetary cannons on the ships and give them some cover.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:5th fleet is in position.
CMO_OMall says:
::sips more coffee::  MO: Not too hot for me
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: stands up and walks to the tactical station, letting the ensign there help ::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: scratch that idea
CE_Stevns says:
@TO they are not in range.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:I have been tracking the JH.  We will lock and fire when they get in range.
EO_Stefn says:
::Allocates power to weapons and shields::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  keep me updated.
MOSherida says:
::goes over to O'Mallory and pats his back:: Anything you say
CMO_OMall says:
::notices the 5th fleet arrive:: MO:  Looks like we might be off the hook
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The JH stop... and turn heading back to Dominion space.
SCIKoepke says:
@::listens to TO and CE::
EO_Stefn says:
ACO: We havbe full power to weapons, shields at ready.
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  (whispers)  You're needed in the Captain's chair Mav.  Let the Ensign do his job.
TO_Trebor says:
@All:JH retreating... the 5th fleet has joine the Q....
SCIKoepke says:
@all: YES!
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  A VERY Large Rupture opens between the fourth and fifth planet... spewing massive amounts of raw energy into space... along with that metallic object.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sits back in the big chair ::
MOSherida says:
::Finishes her coffee:: CMO: more?
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: order the fighters back .
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: the metalic object is in open space.
CMO_OMall says:
::finishes coffee::  MO: no, thanks
TO_Trebor says:
@All:WOW!  Sensor were just flooded with energy readings that go off the scale!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: stares at viewscreen :: Woah!
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: saw that. it's immense!
Host ACO_Mav says:
TAC: Lock on a tractor beam to the metallic object!
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  tell all medical personel to stand down from high alert.
SCIKoepke says:
@all: any explanations for that?
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: stands up in awe ::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:the rift is releasing massive amounts of energy.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  what are the sensors giving you.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Understood
Mike_7M9 says:
Whats happening in here
TO_Trebor says:
@Impulse fleet: Return to base, repeat return to base!
Host ACO_Mav says:
<TAC>ACO: I can't get a lock, sir... The energy wash is too large.
CNS_Pratt says:
All:  Look at all that energy, just pouring out of there.  Too bad direct pressure won't work.
SCIKoepke says:
@All: seems like the object was spit out of its hiding spot.
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Begin to scan that thing like mad... Record everything.
MOSherida says:
*Medical Staff* Stand down from high alert
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: aye
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: enegery output near 138 teradynes a min.
SCIKoepke says:
@All:...and its energy with it
MOSherida says:
CMO: medical standing down
CMO_OMall says:
::begins to put emergency medical supplies away::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Thank you
EO_Stefn says:
::Shifting shields to reflect energy on a brad band::
TO_Trebor says:
@::Attempting scan of the object, trying to work around the energy gyser::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:energy output is dropping.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The smaller ruptures begin to shrink...
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: okay what readings are you getting from the object.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: smile begins to show on the previously-scowling face ::
SCIKoepke says:
@::takes up sensors and scans the object::
MOSherida says:
::picks up an unusual feeling coming from the EO::
TO_Trebor says:
@Sci:Sorry, not much.  the Geyser is drowing out everything... but it seems to be slowing down.  Output at 100 td/min.
EO_Stefn says:
::Feels a feather like touch on his mental shields::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:smaller rifts are reducing in size
CMO_OMall says:
::notices MO's face::  MO: are you ok?
MOSherida says:
CMO: Not sure
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: try to get to the object. i wanna know what caused us all this grief with the grid!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: whispers to self :: Alright!
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  can you explain?
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:AYE
MOSherida says:
CMO: picking up something
SCIKoepke says:
@::starts giggling, relieved that it didn't come to a battle::
CMO_OMall says:
::looks at her puzzled::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The small ruptures begin to seal themselves.... while the energy output of the geyser continues to slowly lessen
EO_Stefn says:
::Self:: That was strange.::Goes back to monitoring display systems::
TO_Trebor says:
@::Stare quizzenly at  Koepke::
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  Any idea what caused the ruptures in the first place?
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Smaller ruptures are sealing and energy output of new rift is dropping.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Unusual reading from Ensign Stefn
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: switch the sensors to a rotating frequency and see if the sensors are able to pick up more info from the object.
Host ACO_Mav says:
CNS: Well, it seems that it won't come down to a bloodbath after all...
CMO_OMall says:
::grabs tricorder and scans MO::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Pratt: I guess the Metallic object...
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Aye
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The object gets caught in the bulk of the eruption.. and basically melts into a lump of molten metal
SCIKoepke says:
@All: seems like the smaller ruptures are closing. ::notices TO and tries to bring back her face to some kind of unemotional expression::
MOSherida says:
::looks at Doc::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Pratt: Seems strange though, how something so little and small could cause us so much trouble
SCIKoepke says:
@All: darn! there goes the object!
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  go over to bed 3.  ::helps her to bed::
TO_Trebor says:
@::begins scanning on a rotating cycle::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Metalic object has been melted by the energy output.
MOSherida says:
CMO: I'm alright
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO: Dang... I wanted to study that thing.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Are you sure?  Your metabolic rate is low.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Subspace bumps begin to smooth out..
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  I agree.  I doubt there will be enough of the object left now to tell us much.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Maybe you should check on Stefn
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  Why is that?
SCIKoepke says:
@All: Seems like everything is slowly going back to normal. The defense grid?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Pratt: Well, it doesn't matter... It's so melted, it's unreadable by now.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Don't quite know
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Thats it.  The Grid is up to 98%.  will be online in 5 min.
CMO_OMall says:
::still puzzled::  MO:  Is he hurt somehow?
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  Probably so.  ::leans in and whispers::  You did a good job Mav.  Only almost lost your cool once.  The big chair fits you nicely.
MOSherida says:
CMO: Don't think so
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: Great! How about we just relax now? I believe we could say that we are on the safe side now
MOSherida says:
::feels a little uneasy::
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  Ok, I will call him
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: looks at Pratt and tries to keep a straight face :: CNS: Thank you, Counselor... Good job yourself.
CNS_Pratt says:
::can't help but laugh a bit, but then regains composure::
CMO_OMall says:
::taps comm badge:: *EO* O'Mallory to Stefn
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Eruption lessens so far that it is no longer an eruption.. more like a trickle... but a continuous one with no signs of letting up... expelling about 1 teradyne a minute
MOSherida says:
CMO: wait.......
EO_Stefn says:
::Taps cOmmbabdge::*CMO* Stefn here. What can I do for you Doctor?
TO_Trebor says:
@Sci, CE:Aye.  Sounds good to me.  ::turns the controls over to the Def Coordinator::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: what...
MOSherida says:
CMO: nothing
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Would it cause any threat over time if left the way it is?
SCIKoepke says:
@all: what to do until beam up? i forgot my set of cards.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*AT*You guys alright?
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  erruption is now continous at 1 teradyne per minute.
CNS_Pratt says:
ACO:  Do we have any idea where the Jem'Hadar went running back to?
CE_Stevns says:
@ALL: I dont know about you guys I could use something to drink.
CMO_OMall says:
*EO* Sheridan got a "feeling".  Is all alrgiht with you there?
SCIKoepke says:
*ACO* Just fine, good to see the ship allright
Host ACO_Mav says:
Pratt: Probably Betazed...
Host ACO_Mav says:
*5th*The Jem
Host ACO_Mav says:
*5th*The Jem'Hadar have fled... but where to?
SCIKoepke says:
*ACO* We seem to not be needed down here anymore.  Permission to beam onboard
Host ACO_Mav says:
*AT*Beam up ASAP...
EO_Stefn says:
::Frowns in annoyance::CMO: A "feeling"? Please explain. Everything here is well.
SCIKoepke says:
*ACO* no problem
CNS_Pratt says:
CSO:  Is the rupture stable enough to wait for a science vessel to review it?
CMO_OMall says:
*ACO*  Please have AT report to sickbay for physical on return.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  the rupture may be a navigation hazzard only.  Something like a space geyser.
SCIKoepke says:
*TR1* beam up AT
CMO_OMall says:
MO: well...
CE_Stevns says:
@::gets ready to beam::
TO_Trebor says:
@::readies for beam up::
SCIKoepke says:
@::positions herself, ready for beam up::
MOSherida says:
CMO: the feeling was very strong, but now it's gone
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Fire a warning beacon out near it... Only authorized Starfleet Personnel should be around it...
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:aye
CMO_OMall says:
*EO*  Sorry to trouble you.  Please continue.  O'Mallory out.
CSO_Sulek says:
::fires navigation beacon::
CMO_OMall says:
MO:  What was that about?
SCIKoepke says:
@*tr1* energize
CMO_OMall says:
::is a little upset to bother the EO::
Host ACO_Mav says:
ALL: Good job on this mission, crew...
MOSherida says:
CMO: I'm not quite sure but I know it was planned somehow
SCIKoepke says:
::materializes on transporter pad::
TO_Trebor says:
::arrives at TR1::
CE_Stevns says:
::still likes the feeling of rematerialization.::
CMO_OMall says:
::looks a little confused:: MO: planned?
MOSherida says:
::hopes the Doc isn't too upset with her::
SCIKoepke says:
*aco* AT on board
MOSherida says:
CMO: Don't ask
EO_Stefn says:
::Shakes head in confusion, then thinks for a second::CMO: Dr. Did MO_Sheridan, appear in Sickbay?
CE_Stevns says:
TO:would you like to grab a drink after duty.
Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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